: ThirdLight tracks the 3D position of low-cost photosensor markers embedded into arbitrary objects. In this example, a glove embedded with such sensors (circled red) is illuminated at high speed using a low-cost illumination device comprising multiple LEDs and Gray-code masks (circled green). The illumination device triangulates the 3D position of each marker at high speeds (333Hz). Each marker is uniquely identified and in this example used to reconstruct the pose of the user's hand. Our ThirdLight tracker is general purpose and can also be used to recover the pose of heads-up displays, props and controllers for virtual reality and robot manipulation scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) is fast becoming mainstream with many headset manufacturers bringing products to market. A fundamental problem in these systems is 3D tracking. This refers to the requirement to track the position and orientation of the headset relative to the rendered 3D world, and additionally track controllers, gloves, and other props to enable interactive scenarios. Whilst many 3D tracking systems have been developed and proposed over the decades, there is still much active research and excitement towards new solutions to this problem. This is best demonstrated by the diversity of solutions emerging in VR products from Oculus [41] , Valve/HTC [58] and other manufacturers, and the enthusiasm towards novel solutions such as Valve/HTC's recent LightHouse [58] . Ultimately, this is due to four main factors. First many systems are based on commodity cameras and therefore limited in terms of speed. As latency and frame-rate are critical factors in VR applications, camera-based solutions are nonoptimal. Second, many tracking systems can be expensive, especially high end motion capture systems such as OptiTrack [44] or Vicon [60] . Third, systems can be restricted by field of view (FoV), especially when only a single camera is employed (e.g. Oculus) . Finally, systems can also be imprecise, particularly in terms of rotational accuracy or accuracy in depth.
In this paper, we contribute a novel VR tracking system for recovering the 3D location of any object. Our camera-free system tracks a large set of photosensing markers, at high speed (333 Hz), and precision (1mm precision at 3m working distance) in a large working volume (5m 3 ). An illumination device comprising a series of cheap LEDs and printed Gray code masks is used to project a spatiotemporal encoded pattern into the scene. By synchronizing the illumination pattern with the photosensors, the system is able to precisely localize the marker in 1D with respect to the projection plane of the illumination device. By combining multiple illumination devices, the full 3D location of each marker can be triangulated. From the tracked 3D position of these markers, headsets, gloves, props or controllers can be tracked.
At the core of our ThirdLight system is a low-cost, high speed structured light system and photosensor-based tag which can be accurately localized. Similar to Prakash [50] , we adopt spatiotemporally encoded illumination and photosensor markers. While Prakash did not demonstrate real-time interactive scenarios, here we go beyond the work to support interactive scenarios running at high frame-rates as well as real-time gesture modeling and rendering. Prakash's markers were inadequate for interactive scenarios since they were too bulky (about 5cm×4cm) to be placed onto smaller objects, such as fingertips of a glove, and had a narrow FoV (∼27 • at 3.0m distance). Therefore, we present a unique photosensor array marker system to achieve a near hemispherical FoV for markers (see Figure 2 ). In addition to this active marker approach, we also present a novel passive marker-based technique and a prototype implementation for 1D tracking, removing the reliance on active markers. This paper proposes a new type of interactive approach through computational methods to accomplish strengths in accuracy, speed, cost, ambient performance, large working space (1m-5m) and robustness to noise compared to conventional techniques.
RELATED WORK
Many tracking techniques have been proposed and these fall broadly into the category of camera-based systems, other optical techniques and non-optical techniques. Each of these categories can be further subdivided into systems that require some form of infrastructure or perform tracking entirely stand-alone on the device.
Unencumbered computer vision techniques One approach uses one or more cameras or depth sensors embedded in the environment to image the user's hand, removing the need for direct user instrumentation. Various computer vision techniques for interpreting observed data have been proposed. Traditionally, hand tracking relied on 2D models but pose variability and occlusions have limited general applicability (see [12, 46] for surveys). Recently, sophisticated methods using articulated 3D models have demonstrated high fidelity single and two-handed tracking and even physical object interactions [3, 9, 10, 42, 64] . However, these techniques are non-real time making them unsuitable for many interactive applications.
In the real-time domain, early work explored stereo cameras and simple heuristics for localizing thumb and forefinger [54] , or combined a camera with a projector to transmit structured light to acquire higher quality depth data to localize fingertips [34] or estimate the overall hand motion [15] . Since the advent of realtime depth cameras, more sophisticated attempts have been made to fit a fully parameterized model of the hand to observed depth images [43, 57] to achieve near-real time performance. In addition, techniques have been introduced that use non-parametric methods using nearest neighbor lookups into a database of hand poses [62] , or random forests [23, 24] and CNNs [37] to learn a mapping from image features to poses from a large set of training data. The former technique is the basis of the recent 3Gear systems product [1] . A number of systems have also explored hand tracking in the context of real-time virtual grasping, using either a single depth camera [61] or RGB camera [52] , but this constrains hand poses to those only modeling grasp.
The benefits of these types of vision-based approaches are they remove the need for any instrumentation of the user's hand, allowing interaction with bare hands. However, these systems suffer from high computational costs, occlusions given the dexterity of the hands, low accuracy due to the sensing precision, ambiguity of localized hand parts, and low frame rates (∼30Hz). The recent LEAPMotion device [31] addresses some of these challenges using a wide FoV stereo camera and infrared (IR) illumination. It however only tracks fingertips within a very limited interaction volume, and still suffers from major ambiguities when performing complex gestures.
Instrumenting the hands with markers To overcome some of these ambiguity issues, various computer vision techniques track hands instrumented with markers. [36] use four colored rings to localize fingertips in 2D. [63] employ a glove with colored patches, to help localize salient hand parts. The method uses a similar nearest neighbor lookup scheme as in [62] . The biggest drawback of these data-driven approaches [23, 24, 62, 63] is that they require the observed data to be described in the training dataset. Given the dexterity of hands, providing an exhaustive dataset that fully samples the pose space is prohibitive, and as such these systems are trained for specific gestures and cannot accommodate a wide range of arbitrary hand poses.
Systems such as G-Speak [40] use off-the-shelf multi-camera motion capture systems with markers on a glove to robustly track the hand. The additional cameras add redundancy allowing some robustness to occlusions. [67] use a multi-camera setup to track colored wrist and fingertip worn markers, with the addition of a depth camera to robustly reconstruct hand pose. However, the biggest drawback of such systems is the reliance on expensive motion capture systems, which prohibit widespread use.
On body camera systems The need to support costly infrastructure and markers on the device has resulted in exploring infrastructurefree tracking solutions. One alternative is to track cameras worn on the device itself, either by tracking printed markers in the environment [7, 22] , projected structured light patterns [35] or tracking visual or geometric features in the environment. The latter has led to extensive work on structure from motion and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [8, 20, 27, 29] using either passive or active cameras. Monochrome cameras and diffuse IR illumination [16, 55] or RGB cameras [33, 56] have been exploited for body-worn camera systems. [16] demonstrate simple 2D pinch gestures. [33] track fingertips for simple pointing, open and closed hand gestures. [55, 56] classify a wider set of discrete hand postures for sign language. Beyond 2D cameras, researchers have explored body worn depth cameras [17] . These however do not support full 3D hand pose recovery, but instead focus on sensing touch interaction with planar surfaces.
One popular placement for a wearable camera for hand tracking is on the wrist of the user. [59] simply map the number of visible fingers to gestures. [45] proposed a prototype glove system, with a cheap camera and visual markers attached to each finger and reconstructed hand pose using inverse kinematics. Its accuracy and speed was limited, and the wrist worn camera and the visual markers were extremely bulky. [26] approached 3D hand gesture estimation with a unique wrist-worn device, Digits, consisting of an IR camera, LEDs, laser line generator and an IMU sensor. These methods have limitations in a fully flat or over-arching hand configurations, and occlusions caused by crossed fingers, overly bent thumb and handheld objects.
An alternative approach for simple hand gesture sensing is to use wrist-worn devices with IR proximity sensors to detect coarse motion of fingers [18, 28] or sense muscle or tendon activity using wearable devices [51, 53] . However, given the sensing fidelity these systems are limited to coarse and discrete gesture recognition.
Whilst on body camera systems are compelling in that they support self-contained operation, they struggle when no visual or geometric features are visible in the camera view. In addition, this solution is computationally costly, and limited to tracking a single device. Tracking multiple devices can become even more expensive, in terms of hardware and compute costs. Perhaps even more fundamentally, all these camera-based systems suffer from limitations in terms of tracking speed due to the frame-rates of commodity cameras (currently up to 120Hz).
Non-camera-based optical systems These issues of cost and framerate have resulted in infrastructure-based systems that attempt to precisely track objects through other optical means.
Researchers have explored the use of structured light such as Graycode patterns in the context of tracking photosensors using a video projector [32, 39, 49, 66] . UNC's HiBall system [65] exploited six photosensors and six lenses to track a user's location and orientation with ceiling-mounted light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The system had a drawback in being heavyweight in hardware installation, mounting a huge number (approximately 3000) of LEDs onto a ceiling. Our method instead uses only two illumination devices consisting of 36 LEDs for 3D tracking.
Kang [21] introduced an indoor GPS metrology system with a unique probe unit, composed of three photosensors and a ball probe tip. This probe captures an object's 3D surface through a scanning process while continuously measuring the probe tip's 3D coordinate by optical signals transmitted from four light sources positioned at known location and orientation. Our method is free from needing to compute the light source's geometry and more accurate and robust with less number of light sources.
Projectors can be costly and limited by frame-rate, and so some of these systems such as Prakash [50] and HiBall [65] , use nonprojector based structured illumination. These systems have predominantly used timemultiplexed projection. Illumitrack [66] uses spatial information. However, this can limit angular range, requiring a small working volume. Further the system needs a strip of optical sensors to localize the device (currently 128 photosensors for 2D localization), and more sensors for additional degrees of freedom. Our approach does not require projectors but instead cheap illuminators, and also a single photodiode for each 3-degree of freedom (DoF) tracked point.
Glove-based Systems Instrumented gloves have been widely commercialized in hand gesture interaction since late 1970s e.g. Immersion Corporation's CyberGlove [25] and Fifth Dimension Technologies' Data Glove [2] . A wide variety of sensing techniques have been explored such as embedding fiber optic cables and observing light loss, Hall-effect sensors, inductive length encoders, air pressure and capacitive sensors, and a series of dual axis accelerometers per finger (for a full review please see [11] ). CyberGlove measures hand gestures through piezo-resistive sensors in long and thin strips sewn into a glove fabric. Each sensor detects resistance change according to its bending amount. Hand gestures are estimated by the amount of deformation at each sensor position, which is measured as electric current change. The Data Glove uses optical fiber sensors to measure each finger's flex and the spacing between fingers. User-dependent calibration is required for these sensor-based techniques since different hand size or shapes impacts measurement. Studies have shown that the CyberGlove one of the most accurate glove systems commercially available [30] . The system has been used in a wide variety of VR applications [11, 30] , even modeling complex 3D interactions such as human grasp [5] . The biggest drawback of these systems is however their high cost (> $10K), and their inability to recover complex poses beyond natural flexing of fingers.
Commercial VR systems Whilst many tracking systems exist, this is still very much an active area of research as demonstrated by the diversity of solutions emerging in VR products. For example, early electromagnetic tracking systems such as the Polhemeus Fastrack [47] are extremely precise, but suffer from reduced working volume, interference from ferrous objects, and limited framerate and cost. LightHouse from Valve/HTC uses a proprietary tracking system using photosensing diodes on the headset and controllers and beacons that emit illumination for precise 3D tracking [58] . This system is perhaps inspired by the wide range of prior work that use structured light and photosensors for 3D tracking [32, 39, 49, 50, 66] . Oculus instead use infrared (IR) LEDs on the headset and a single IR camera to localize the 3D pose of the headset [41] . The LEDs are pulsed to uniquely identify each, and because the geometry of the headset is known apriori, once a subset of illuminators are identified, the pose of the device can be estimated using just a single camera. Samsung GearVR [14] uses an intertial measurement unit (IMU) for tracking which only robustly estimates 3D orientation and is subject to drift. The camera available on the Samsung Gear/VR has been used alongside the Qualcomm Vuforia [48] tracker to support more robust 6DoF tracking, but with the caveats of camera-based SLAM tracking.
Our method is compelling in that it supports high speed sensing (333Hz), large working volume, and less susceptibility to ambient light, occlusions and ambiguity, when compared to camera-based systems. This high speed sensing comes at reduced cost compared to motion capture vision systems and other state-of-the-art tracking systems. This low cost does not limit sensing accuracy, and as shown later we demonstrate precision that is comparable to state-of-the-art and more costly systems. Our method is also non-proprietary unlike existing VR tracking systems aiding replication. These capabilities of reduced cost, high speed and accuracy provide a unique tracking system for VR applications and beyond.
In the remainder of this section we cover the main features of our tracking system. The basic principle of our ThirdLight system is shown in Figure 1 . An illumination device in the green circle composed of a series of LEDs and an optical stack including a printed Gray-code mask is used to project a structured pattern into the scene. Each LED sequentially projects a binary pattern at different spatial frequencies (from coarse to fine). At the same time, each photosensor marker is synchronized to the pulsing of each LED. The sensor measures light intensity, which varies depending on whether the marker is in a black or white region of the projected binary pattern. This intensity is encoded as a 0 or 1 value respectively, and a unique code is stored over time and relayed back to a host PC, via RF or wired transmission. In practice each illumination device temporally allocates 8-bit optical codes via eight binary pattern masks.
In order to resolve location in higher dimensions, multiple projectors must be used. As shown in the green circle of Figure 1 , a second projector oriented perpendicular to the first in an 'L' shape allows the photosensor to be localized in 2D. Similarly, 3D localization is possible using three illumination devices along X, Y and Z axis. However, since such a configuration would require a redesign of our illumination device, we simply position a pair of 2D illumination devices. The marker 3D position is computed by transforming 3D or 4D sensor readings into 3D world coordinates. Transformation vectors, P n (n indicates the illumination device ID), are defined for each illumination device. The four vectors P n model the projection between 3D world coordinate and 1D sensor coordinate by multiplication with seven initially unknown parameters. To retrieve these parameters over 7 locations need to be measured and we found measuring over 12 locations gives good accuracy. When vectors for 1D sensor coordinate and corresponding 3D world coordinate are defined by V n =[v ni ] and (x i , y i , z i ) respectively where i=1. . .12 for 12 locations, P n for each illumination device can be calculated as follows.
A is a matrix to switch the projection relation from the world coordinate values vs. sensor coordinate values to sensor values vs. projection parameters. Once P n vectors are attained, the 3D world position, (x, y, z), of a marker is calculated from 4D sensor reading,
Our single active marker (Figure 2 , top left) consists of 6 photosensors to achieve a near hemispherical FoV. Each marker was covered by a glove as shown in the figure or sewn onto a glove as Figure 1 . We use six active markers, located on each fingertip and the bottom center of a palm, to reconstruct hand pose. The marker at the palm senses the reference position of the entire hand. Each marker's position value is collected by a control unit (Microchip PIC18F45K20) and electronic IDs are transmitted to a server via Bluetooth. To robustly track fingers and to accurately recover handpose knowing the finger ID is crucial. All electronic devices are located on a PCB board powered by a thin lithium polymer battery (3.7V/1000mA). The PCB board and battery are worn on a user's wrist (Figure 2, bottom left) .
Location Sensing and Filtering Since the photosensors of a marker have slightly offset positions, we average position values sensed by all the photosensors of each marker and then perform Extended Kalman filtering to eliminate the resulting jitter as well as to smooth a generally noisy signal. We define the state vector for each marker's 3D position and velocity as follows: We formulated the following linear stochastic difference equation.
Where w k and s k represent random variables for process and measurement noise, respectively. When I is the identity matrix of size 3, state transition matrix F and observation matrix H are given by
We assumed the process and measurement noise covariance, Q and R, are constant as follows:
With our designed Extended Kalman Filter, we empirically chose r=50 and q= 0.01 as the optimal parameters for trade-off between speed and stability.
Passive Markers System
The photosensor markers described in previous sections should be connected to an electronic controller, which might disturb the usability of the system. We propose a more experimental and alternative passive marker-based tracking system with no electronic components. In the design of Figure 4 , we use a CNP0101 corner cube retroreflector instead of photoreceptors as marker and instead place a photosensor array next to the illumination device. Instead of IR LEDS we use an IR lasers in order to achieve high retroreflection efficiency. Our experimental setup in Figure 5 demonstrates spatiotemporally encoded light pattern from IR lasers is reflected from the retroreflector markers and transmitted to photo detectors. Since each retroreflector returns a unique optic signal depending on its position, the marker can be localized by decoding the reflected signal.
To verify the idea, we implemented 1D tracking system with the passive marker as shown in the supplementary video. In the implementation, we placed photosensors close to IR laser source to make the configuration simple without using the beam splitter. The demo video verifies the position of a retroreflector marker can be tracked by the reflecting spatiotemporally encoded signals, which accomplishes the same speed and accuracy with the active marker system described in the previous sections.
Retroreflector marker
Photosensor array detector
IR laser illumination device

Beam splitter
Reflected Pattern 
HAND GESTURE MODELING
This section describes our methods to model hand pose, and recognize hand gestures in real-time using six marker positions tracked by the method presented previously.
Inverse Kinematics Modeling
We modeled each finger by three rigid objects and three joints, MCP (metacarpophalangeal), PIP (proximal interphalangeal) and DIP (distal interphalangeal) as shown in Figure 3 . The reference joint in the left figure has three translational DOFs and three rotational DOFs. Each finger has two rotational DOFs (θ 1 , θ 2 ) at MCP and a single rotational DOF (θ 3 , θ 4 ) at PIP and DIP in the right figure. We obtain a 3D end position from a tracked marker at each fingertip. Therefore, our problem is deriving these four joint angles per finger given the end effector (fingertip position), a well-known problem known as inverse kinematics (IK). Given geometric conditions in the length of rigid objects and the joint angle range according to Normal Range of Motion Reference Values [13] , our IK solution seeks anatomically optimal joint angles to fit i th finger end position, ì s i , to tracked marker position, ì t i , with an additional constraint Figure 6 : An experimental setup to compare our tracking system with the Optitrack. A marker frame consisting of three Optitrack and our photosensor markers were used to measure common positions.
known as DLS (Damped Least Squares, [6] ) method as follows.
Compared to other two IK methods, the Jacobian transpose and pseudoinverse, the DLS method showed better results with minimized oscillation and jitter because it reduces singularities. Its computational speed was measured as 13.6 ms by Intel i7-4710HQ CPU at 2.5GHz when each gesture was updated averaging 10 tracking data. Figure 3 shows two results of hand gesture modeling where red spheres and blue bars indicate the target end positions tracked by markers and the modeled hand skeleton, respectively.
Rendering
After computing all the joint angles of the hand skeleton with our IK approach, we can render an articulated human hand using a skinned textured mesh. A skeleton is embedded into the mesh and vertices attached to the bones. We manually embed the hand skeleton into the hand mesh by adjusting position and orientation of joints, and length between joints. The vertex attachment is the process of finding bone weights of each vertex. These weights determine how much each bone's transformation affects the movement of each vertex. The bone weights of each vertex are initially assigned based on the proximity of the bones and then smoothed by solving heat diffusion equilibrium over the mesh surface [4] . We then use linear blend skinning (LBS) to deform the hand mesh with the bone weights. LBS determines a vertex's new position by the weighted average of the vertex's positions which are rigidly computed by each bone's hierarchy and joint angles. Mesh deformation is performed in real time using the computed joint angles from IK. The right of Figure 1 shows the rendering of the hand mesh with the given joint angle data from Figure 3 .
Tracking Accuracy
Our evaluation has been conducted for the active markers system in comparison with Optitrack V100:R2 system [38] which consisted of eight IR cameras in 640×480 pixel resolution. We placed a marker frame at 1.5m distance from both Optitrack cameras and our illumination devices. The marker frame consisted of three IR reflector markers for the Optitrack system which were attached by our photosensor markers as shown in the right bottom of Figure 6 . In our experiment, first we calibrated our tracking system with Optitrack data as a ground truth. Then, we measured 3D position of each marker and angle given by the three markers at 8 different locations of the marker frame with both systems. Figure 7 shows the measurement difference of position and angle. The graph reveals our X and Y position is more accurate than Z position which is computed by two pairs of X and Y position in a triangulation manner. The measurement result showed that our tracking accuracy was about 1mm for X and Y position and about 1.5mm for Z position compared to the Optitrack system. We also compared angular measurements given by three markers (∠ABC in Figure 6 ), which showed ours had 1.07 degree error on average.
User Testing
In order to evaluate the accuracy and scalability of our tracking system, we developed an augmented glove prototype as shown in Figure 2 . The aim of this study was to demonstrate how precise our system is compared to two existing tracking systems for hand tracking. The focus on a data glove was to show how our system can scale to tracking multiple sensors in an interactive scenario. Our comparative evaluation used also a CyberGlove [25] and Intel Hand Tracking Library (IHTL) [19] with a Creative Senz3D depth camera. Comparing to CyberGlove gave a good sense of the performance of our tracker compared to a gold standard data glove. We tested the CyberGlove II, with 22 sensors of which resolution is less than 1 degree and repeatability is 3 degrees in average standard deviation. In addition, we performed a comparative user test over IHTL to give a good sense of performance comparison with the state-of-theart natural hand tracking technique. In the test, distance between user's hand and the depth camera was 30cm. Participants 12 people (7 males and 5 females) aged between 27 and 38 participated in our user study. All of them were right handed and no one had any physical problems in hand motion. They did not have any background in hand tracking based interfaces. Procedure and Task First we selected six reference hand postures as shown in Figure 8 based on commonly used gestures and trying to maximize inter-gestural differences (to avoid subject confusion over ambiguous gestures). A wooden hand model (the First column of Figure 8 ) served as a calibration tool to compensate measurements of the different types of devices and to obtain ground truth data. During the user test, each participant was presented with the six reference postures and was instructed to as accurately as possible mimic the gesture with the three devices (each in a separate phase, presentation order was randomized). Each user repeated all postures 24 times and joint angle values for each finger were recorded at each trial. To ensure natural gesturing, participants were instructed to repeat fully closing and opening hands three times. Users progressed to the next trial at their own pace. On average each gesture took 5 seconds for the glove devices but 7 seconds for IHTL due to frozen errors which required re-initiating from a fully flat hand. Results and Discussion We demonstrate accuracy and repeatability of PIP joint angle in Figure 9 for brevity. The joint angle analysis for the remaining joints follows this pattern well. Error-bars indicate mean error and standard deviation respectively, which are measures of accuracy and repeatability in hand pose reconstruction of each device. We noticed particularly good performance of our glove device for straight fingers as demonstrated by overall error of posture A, as well as error rates for straightened fingers in other postures. A major contributing factor for such high performance is that our photosensors have the best directivity under these conditions. This implies, that the performance of our glove device can be improved by increasing sensor directivity through more effective sensor configuration or employment of sensors with wider directivity.
In the CyberGlove test there were no significant performance difference between straight and bent fingers (all < 8.0 degree). We performed two-sample t-test for mean error values of our glove device and CyberGlove to obtain a statistical insight into accuracy. The result showed our device was 3.91 and 2.27 degrees more accurate than CyberGlove for straight and bent fingers respectively with a 99% confidence interval. Of course sometimes error rates are due to inter-subject anatomical difference, such as not being able to faithfully reproduce the pinky's configuration of the wooden hand (cf. posture C). For these postures both devices show high error rate.
IHTL showed better accuracy in straight fingers than bent one, which was the same trend with our device. We attribute such performance difference to more depth uncertainty of the camera over bent fingers. Especially, bent pinky was the posture with highest error. Overall, our device achieved better accuracy than IHTL, specifically 3.93 and 5.23 degrees less on average in mean error of straight and bent fingers, respectively. Users experienced frequent unrecoverable failures with IHTL especially for 3∼4 bent finger postures such as posture B and C ( Figure 10 ). Although users tried best to mimic the instructed postures reinitiating gesture tracking from a fully flat hand at such failure cases, local errors remained in joint angle measurement which resulted in high standard deviation in Figure 9 .
In summary, our results are encouraging as they demonstrate better results than the CyberGlove and IHTL, but with a potentially much lower cost system than the CyberGlove and a comparable cost system with the IHTL. Also it is important to note that our system is general in that it can support tracking of arbitrary objects, not just hands.
APPLICATIONS -GESTURAL INPUT SYSTEM
Our 3D tracking system can be used in a variety of interactive scenarios. One possibility for such a high speed sensor is capturing automatic sign language translation. Sign languages are quickly expressed by sophisticated hand gestures in normal communication.
Our high speed method provides robust finger identification at high speeds, which is almost impossible by markerless vision-based approaches. Figure 11 (a) and our user study demonstrates real-time modeling and rendering results for various sign languages. Note that although distinguishing M and N is an extremely challenging task for vision-based approaches due to the occluded and overly bent thumb, our method models such cases. Figure 11 (b) presents a fast hand tracking demo for musical conducting in the outdoors. Our method also opens possibilities for 3D interactions. Figure 11 (c) demonstrates 6DoF manipulation of 3D objects with grabbing, translational, rotational, and scaling operations. Our device provides an intuitive way for object manipulation allowing even a child to easily use it, which offers another applications in children's education. Figure 11 (d) shows a game control demo with a real object. A user can grab and swing the real object to control the weapon in the game. An Oculus HMD can also be tracked using the same sensing infrastructure, and haptic feedback which is easily added to our glove. In the game demo, we synchronized the user's two types of swing motion, vertical and horizontal swings, that are mapped to the game character's swing actions. The demo shows a little latency unlike other demos which was caused by the slow graphic performance of the outdated HMD and additional video signal to the monitor. Our tracking markers can be added to any physical object, such as a toy blade in the demo, to augment reality with its accurate movements and even haptic feedback which can be easily added to our markers. Our method is also applicable to robot manipulation in industry, military, surgery, and so on. 
DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
In our active markers system each active marker consists of 6 Vishay TSOP7000 photosensors of which maximum viewing angle is about 65∼70 degree. We used Vishay TSFF5210 IR LEDs and BOB 850D100 IR laser diodes (850nm wavelength) to build an illumination device for active and passive markers systems, respectively. Both light sources have high intensity in 180mW/sr (LEDs) and 100mW (lasers), so our tracking system works up to 5m from the illumination device. 1D and 3D tracking speed of the current system is 1 kHz and 333 Hz, respectively. The tracking speed can be further improved by using faster photosensors. The current photosensor, TSOP7000, senses IR light oscillating at 455 kHz and receiving 10 pulses is required for high accuracy. Hence, the photosensor's actual sensing rate is 45.5 kHz. Acceptable accuracy can be achieved with only 5 pulses by amplifying the signal and tracking speed can be increased by a factor of two (2 kHz for 1D and 500 Hz for 3D). Furthermore, the light selectivity of the photosensor makes it possible to operate in full daylight (see Figure 11 , b), something that is often not possible with camera-based techniques such as Kinect.
While 3D tracking of our system operates at 333 Hz, speed of hand gesture modeling is about 73.5 Hz due to computational time of IK solver. The current IK solver averages 10 tracking data for noise reduction which is the major factor for its slow computational time. If system accuracy, such as alignment of sensors and projector patterns, is improved by a further engineering work, noise reduction can be done by fewer tracking data significantly reducing the computational time of IK solver. In addition, faster IK solvers can be adopted for practical applications requiring faster hand gesture modeling.
The tracking resolution depends on the width of the thinnest binary pattern stripe. We performed an experiment to measure the minimum interval at which our photosensor senses the neighbor pattern stripe at 3m distance between an illumination device and the photosensor. The accompanying video demonstrates the minimum interval -about 1mm.
Our masks are easily printed on a transparent film and so it is possible to improve the tracking resolution up to the diffraction limit of the film. Prakash [50] describes achieving 100 micron at 1m distance, so practically hundreds micron resolution is possible at 3∼5m working distance. The illumination and sensing device ( Figure 2 ) cost about $500 and $100, respectively. The most expensive part in the illumination device are 8 customized cylindrical lenses at $50 each. The system price can be further reduced by mass production and more engineered design.
We have presented compelling use cases for our ThirdLight tracking system through the previous sections and accompanying video. However, there are limitations. Our system cannot work properly in the cases of heavily occluded markers. The FoV of our markers and illumination devices are higher than typical camera setups, and given the low-cost of illumination devices, additional devices could be added to resolve some of these occlusion issues. Our prototype marker-based glove still has exposed and slightly bulky markers. However, it would be possible to fully embed the markers in the glove since IR is transmitted through most thin cloth materials.
To achieve higher tracking resolution, we need to project finer patterns, which can be done by simply printing finer pattern masks up to the diffraction limit or using light sources with narrower FoV. The latter approach highlights a trade-off between resolution and working space dimensions. Tracking speed can be improved by employing photosensors with higher oscillation frequency or amplifying the sensor signals as stated in Section 4. Tracking and modeling latency is mainly caused by Kalman filtering and computational cost in rendering, respectively. The impact of the Kalman filtering step can be reduced by increasing marker FoV which will result in a more accurate sensor signal and less noise.
Our prototype glove has six photosensor markers at each fingertip and the bottom center of a palm. If a user turns his or her palm away from the illumination, the marker at a palm fails to receive signals while fingertip markers work properly. Such failure case is demonstrated at the beginning of the supplementary video where five spheres indicating tracked fingertip markers in the monitor keep tracking fingertip positions but the sphere corresponding to a palm marker loses the accurate position while the user turns his hand around. This matter can be easily resolved by attaching additional marker at the back of our glove.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described a new 3D tracking system for VR based on spatiotemporally encoded optical signals. Fast and accurate tracking methods with active and passive markers were presented. Real-time hand and prop tracking was demonstrated highlighting the real-time, low-latency and scalability of our approach. The benefits of our method against other approaches are much faster tracking speed (333 Hz for 3D) and tracking resolution (1mm) at large working distance (3m) with low-cost devices. Robust marker identification and less erroneous measurements in occlusion cases are additional strengths of our method. We demonstrated various applications: real-time hand gesture modeling in sign language and VR and HCI gaming applications. We hope our method can benefit new VR research systems and commercial products.
